Some cooking verbs for writers:
(Perfect for crafting recipe-like writing)

add, bake, barbeque, beat, blend, boil, braise, bread, broil, brown, chill, chop, coat, combine, cook, cover, deep-fry, dice, drain, fold in, freeze, fry, grate, grease, grill, grind, knead, marinate, mash, measure, melt, mince, mix, parboil, peel, poach, pour, puree, refrigerate, roast, sauté, season, scald, sift, simmer, slice, soak, spread, sprinkle, stew, stir, stir-fry, toast, toss, turn, whip...

Got others? E-mail to them to us to add at: Webmaster@WritingFix.com